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Summary

1. Movement patterns offer a rich source of information on animal behaviour and the ecologi-

cal significance of landscape attributes. This is especially useful for species occupying remote

landscapes where direct behavioural observations are limited. In this study, we fit a mechanistic

model of animal cognition and movement to GPS positional data of woodland caribou

(Rangifer tarandus caribou; Gmelin 1788) collected over a wide range of ecological conditions.

2. The model explicitly tracks individual animal informational state over space and time, with

resulting parameter estimates that have direct cognitive and ecological meaning. Three biotic

landscape attributes were hypothesized to motivate caribou movement: forage abundance

(dietary digestible biomass), wolf (Canis lupus; Linnaeus, 1758) density and moose (Alces

alces; Linnaeus, 1758) habitat. Wolves are the main predator of caribou in this system and

moose are their primary prey.

3. Resulting parameter estimates clearly indicated that forage abundance is an important dri-

ver of caribou movement patterns, with predator and moose avoidance often having a strong

effect, but not for all individuals. From the cognitive perspective, our results support the

notion that caribou rely on limited sensory inputs from their surroundings, as well as on

long-term spatial memory, to make informed movement decisions. Our study demonstrates

how sensory, memory and motion capacities may interact with ecological fitness covariates to

influence movement decisions by free-ranging animals.

Key-words: apparent competition, attribute memory, informative prior, landscape of fear,

perceptual range, redistribution kernel, resource selection, spatial memory, step selection,

telemetry

Introduction

Animal movement is a central element in the ecology of

many organisms. It is central because it emerges from the

behavioural ecology of individuals with ramifications for

population- and community-level processes. The growing

popularity of animal movement studies reflects an

increased awareness of the conceptual significance of

movement processes (Nathan et al. 2008). Recent scientific

proliferation in this field has been stimulated by major

technological advances that enable tracking individuals

with high spatial and temporal resolution over an extended

period, across remote landscapes and at an affordable cost

(Cagnacci et al. 2010). These technological advances lead

to the accumulation of massive amounts of data that

can then be used to help resolve applied challenges (e.g.
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identifying critical habitat requirements or assessing inva-

sive species spread) as well as more fundamental issues in

ecology (e.g. linking movement behaviour to life-history

characteristics or to models of optimal foraging).

According to the Movement Ecology Paradigm

(Nathan et al. 2008), movement patterns emerge from the

interactions between the environment and the internal

state, and motion and navigation capacities of the organ-

ism. Indeed, the majority of questions studied by move-

ment ecologists, whether applied or basic, involve

understanding at least some aspects of the interface

between the animal and its surroundings (Schick et al.

2008). From an evolutionary adaptive perspective, animal

movement should be motivated by the need to survive

and reproduce. According to this view, animals should

tend to move away from localities with unfavourable con-

ditions, such as intense competition or predation, while

moving towards localities that offer improved access to

food, shelter or mating opportunities. Hence, full under-

standing of animal movement patterns requires the under-

standing of landscape variation in fitness-influencing

factors as well as constraints on the behavioural response

(Nathan et al. 2008; Avgar, Street and Fryxell 2014). The

latter include biomechanical and energetic constraints

related to the animal’s motion capacity (e.g. fish move-

ment towards an upstream food source may be compro-

mised due to currents and energy requirements), as well

as cognitive constraints related to the animal’s navigation

capacity (e.g. a naive animal does not know the true value

of a distant food patch due to sensory or computational

limitations). Gaining insight into these motivations and

limitations is a major challenge faced by students of ani-

mal movement ecology (Lima & Zollner 1996; Nathan

et al. 2008; Fryxell & Avgar 2012).

Much progress has been achieved in developing statisti-

cal techniques to infer which components of the environ-

ment are attractive or repulsive to animals. These are

rarely combined, however, with explicit consideration of

the physical or cognitive constraints underlying space-use

behaviour. Here, we demonstrate, for the first time, the

application of an algorithm that allows simultaneous esti-

mation of physical and cognitive constraints underlying

animal movement patterns as well as degree of response

to landscape features (Avgar, Deardon and Fryxell

2013a). This cognitive movement model is applied to a

rich data set of movement patterns by woodland caribou

(Rangifer tarandus caribou) recorded across widely differ-

ing landscapes in northern Ontario. This unique data set

includes ecologically meaningful landscape layers, gener-

ated by empirically parameterized spatial models of forage

availability and predation risk, thus enabling the investi-

gation of explicit ecological hypotheses.

The boreal ecotype of woodland caribou is considered

at risk across most of its range (Festa-Bianchet et al.

2011). Population declines have been linked mainly to

increased predation by wolves (Canis lupus; Wittmer et al.

2007), but there are some indications that other factors,

such as indirect effects of increased wolf density or

decreased availability of lichen-rich forest stands (Brown

et al. 2007), may be involved. The southern range of cari-

bou in Ontario has shifted northward over the past several

decades and currently matches the northern limit for forest

harvesting (Schaefer 2003). One of the likely mechanisms

responsible for this rapid range retraction and population

decline is the apparent competition hypothesis (Holt 1977).

According to this hypothesis, increased abundance of

young seral forest stands across the landscape (as a result

of forest harvesting) supports an increase in population

densities of moose (Alces alces), which in turn supports an

increase in population densities of wolves. Caribou, being

secondary (and likely incidental) prey in this system, con-

sequently suffer increased risk of predation (Cummings,

Beange & Lavoie 1994; Wittmer et al. 2007).

In this context, caribou might display stronger spatial

avoidance of moose, rather than wolf, habitat (Cum-

mings, Beange & Lavoie 1994; James et al. 2004). If hunt-

ing wolves primarily track the distribution of habitats

preferred by their prey rather than prey distribution itself,

a process sometimes termed the ‘leapfrog effect’ (Sih

1998), caribou are most likely to encounter actively hunt-

ing wolves in prime moose habitat. Moreover, moose hab-

itat is characterized by attributes that are likely

perceivable by caribou and may thus provide the animal

with reliable indicators of predation risk, indicators it can

respond to when making movement decisions.

Here, we focus on testing several ecological and cogni-

tive hypotheses. On the ecological front, we hypothesize

that caribou movement decisions are simultaneously

affected by two major motivations: obtaining nutrition

and avoiding predation. We consequently expected

parameter estimates to reflect attraction towards localities

characterized by habitat attributes associated with abun-

dant high quality forage and repulsion from localities

associated with high densities of wolves or moose. Fur-

thermore, we predicted that caribou should display stron-

ger avoidance of areas with abundant moose (their

apparent competitor) habitat than those with abundant

wolves (their predator), as moose habitat likely offers the

greatest perceivable predation risk. On the cognitive front,

we hypothesized that caribou rely on limited sensory

inputs and spatial memory to inform movement decisions.

Hence, we predicted that sensory and memory capacities

of individual caribou can be inferred based on their

space-use patterns and that these capacities differ from

three alternative cognitive null hypotheses: everlasting

memory, no memory, and no (non-local) sensory informa-

tion (see details below).

Materials and methods

study areas

Our study was conducted in two adjacent study areas, each

approximately 22 500 km2, located in the boreal shield ecozone of
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northern Ontario, characterized by rolling topography, lakes,

bogs, fens, coniferous and mixed-wood forests. Dominant forest

trees include white spruce (Picea glauca), black spruce (Picea mari-

ana), white birch (Betula papyrifera), trembling aspen (Populus tre-

muloides), balsam fir (Abies balsamea) and jack pine (Pinus

banksiana) in well-drained areas, and tamarack (Larix laricina),

black spruce and white cedar (Thuja occidentalis) in wetlands. The

Nakina study area, east of Lake Nipigon, has supported consider-

able levels of commercial forestry over the past 50 years and is

accordingly characterized by high road density and a patchwork

of forest stands of variable ages, including many recently har-

vested stands. The other study area, Pickle Lake, is north-west of

Lake Nipigon, has not experienced any commercial forestry, but

there has been wildfires and wind-throw events. In correspondence

with these differences, the Nakina area supports much higher pop-

ulation densities of moose and wolves than the Pickle Lake area,

whereas woodland caribou are more abundant in the Pickle Lake

area than in the Nakina area. Note, however, that ecological con-

ditions change gradually and continuously from north-west to

south-east across the two study areas, resulting in a wide spectrum

of caribou, moose and wolf population densities.

data collection and landscape layers
generation

Caribou telemetry

During February–March 2010 and 2011, 60 adult female caribou

at each of the two study area were captured from a helicopter

and fitted with either GPS-Argos (Telonics Inc., Mesa, AZ, USA;

Lotek Wireless Inc., Newmarket, ON, Canada) or GPS-Iridium

radiocollars (Lotek Wireless Inc., Newmarket, ON, Canada).

Animal capture and handling were performed in accordance with

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and University of Guelph

animal care regulations. All radiocollars were programmed to

collect GPS locations at a frequency of either 2�5 h or 5 h during

1 year and every 25 h during an additional 2 years. All data were

transmitted to the Centre for Northern Forest Ecosystem

Research (CNFER, a branch of the Ontario Ministry of Natural

Resources) via either an Argos or an Iridium satellite uplink

every 5 days. Mortality or drop-off events were typically con-

firmed within 10 days of occurrence. After collar retrieval, the

full GPS data were downloaded and used to fill in any gaps in

the satellite-obtained data.

After removing the first and last days (to avoid capture and mor-

tality effects), positional data were screened for potential errors

(e.g. locations leading to unreasonable speeds or roundtrips;

<0�1% of GPS locations). Each individual trajectory was then re-

sampled to obtain the maximum number of 5-h steps over 1 year.

For further analysis, we have retained only individual trajectories

composed of at least 1664 5-h steps over a 12-month period (corre-

sponding to 95% fix success rate). The resulting 30 annual trajecto-

ries (consisting of 18 and 12 individuals, captured in Nakina and

Pickle Lake, respectively) were then mapped onto a hexagonal grid

whose centroids were spaced 500 m apart, resulting in cells of

area = 0�22 km2. Cell size was chosen to match the typical move-

ment scale of all individuals so that the probability of a cell shift

was approximately 0�5 in each of the observed 5-h steps (for an

illustration of one such path see Fig. 1). The spatial extent of the

entire grid included all observed caribou locations on our study

and an additional 20 km buffer zone.

Forage abundance layer

During summers of 2010–2012, ground vegetation was sampled

extensively across the study areas to obtain spatially referenced

cover estimates for all understorey vegetation to either genus or

species level, depending on reliable field-level diagnostics for tax-

onomic assignment. Cover values were converted to seasonal

digestible biomass estimates based on calibration data (Mallon

2014). Digestible biomass estimates were then weighted by each

food item’s relative contribution to caribou diets (Newmaster

et al. 2013; Thompson et al. 2015) in each of three seasons;

spring (May 1 to June 15), summer (June 16 to October 31) and

winter (November 1 to April 31). Seasons were delineated based

on the typical phenological trajectory as determined using daily

images from remote cameras positioned across the study area

(Thompson et al. 2015). The resulting, spatially referenced, sea-

sonal estimates of dietary digestible biomass (DDB, hereafter

termed food availability) were then statistically modelled as func-

tion of various remote-sensed covariates (for further details see

the online Supporting Information). These models were then used

to project predicted food availability maps, for each year–season

combination, across the grid of 0�22 km2 hexagonal cells.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. A single caribou’s annual path (black line), with reloca-

tions taken every 5 h, projected onto a hexagonal grid with four

different model-generated ecological landscape layers (greyscale

intensity reflects relative values): dietary digestible biomass (a),

wolf density (b), moose habitat (c) and snow depth (d).
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Wolf density layer

During 2010–2012, 52 wolves from 34 different packs across the

two sites were either net-gunned from a helicopter (during winter)

or trapped with padded lag-traps (during summer) and fitted with

GPS-Argos radiocollars (Lotek Wireless Inc.). Animal capture

and handling were performed in accordance with Ontario animal

care regulations. Radiocollars were programmed to collect points

every 2�5 h for the first year and every 5 h for the second year or

vice versa. Based on these telemetry data, Brownian bridge utili-

zation distribution kernels (Horne et al. 2007) were generated

over the hexagonal grid, for each wolf pack for each combination

of year and season. Seasons were operationally defined as ‘winter’

(November–April) and ‘summer’ (May–October). Each of the

resulting kernels was truncated whenever the utilization probabil-

ity dropped below 5%, and then renormalized by dividing within

cell values by the sum of all remaining cells (so that all values

integrate to 1 within a given home range), and multiplied by the

pack size. These pack-level density kernels were then combined

into a population-level kernel for each year–season combination

by summing their values within each hexagonal cell. The result-

ing, log-transformed, seasonal wolf density values in each hexag-

onal cell were then modelled as function of multiple remote-

sensed covariates and model coefficients were then used to project

predicted wolf densities for each year–season combination across

the grid of 0�22 km2 hexagonal cells (for further details see the

online Supporting Information and Kittle et al. in press).

Moose habitat layer

Moose aerial surveys were flown during 2011 and 2012 along regu-

larly spaced transects covering the entirety of both study areas.

The resulting spatially referenced moose occurrence data were then

used to construct a resource selection function (Manly et al. 2002)

for moose, based on various remotely sensed covariates (for further

details see the online Supporting Information). Selection coeffi-

cients were then used to project moose habitat for each year–sea-

son combination across the grid of 0�22 km2 hexagonal cells.

Snow depth layer

Previous work in Ontario (Avgar et al. 2013b) suggested that caribou

movement rate (and hence any movement-based inference) could be

sensitive to spatiotemporal variability in snow depth. Snow depth pro-

jections (temporal resolution: 3 h, spatial resolution: 40 km pixels)

were obtained via the North America Regional Reanalysis data

(NARR data set DSI-6175), from NOAAOperational Model Archive

and Distribution System. Deviations between projected values and

actual snow depth measurements (collected across the landscape

between 2011 and 2013) were then modelled as function of a set of

remote-sensed habitat covariates (for further details see online Sup-

porting Information). The resulting habitat-adjusted NOAA values

were then projected across the hexagonal grid as a dynamic snow

depth map with a 16-day temporal resolution.

To enable direct comparisons of effect size, all landscape layers

were normalized by dividing all values by the maximum value

across the entire landscape. Spearman correlation scores between

these four landscape layers across the entire hexagonal grid were

overall low (<0�1) for all, but the wolf density and the moose

habitat layers, which were highly spatially correlated (Spearman’s

rho c. 0�6, P < 0�01).

the cognit ive movement model

The movement and landscape data described above were used to

parameterize a spatially explicit, individual-based, cognitive

movement model (Avgar, Deardon, and Fryxell 2013a). In this

model, movement is approximated as a series of discrete reloca-

tion decisions performed over the hexagonally gridded landscape.

Each probabilistic decision is shaped by the distribution of rela-

tive costs vs. benefits of nearby grid cells. The probability of use

of each of these cells, termed the redistribution kernel, provides

the means for likelihood-based inference of the behavioural pro-

cess underlying observed movement patterns. The redistribution

kernel is calculated at each step based on the informational state

of the animal, an explicit model of what the animal knows

regarding the attributes of each landscape cell. The informational

state is continuously updated using a cognitive algorithm incor-

porating sensory perception and memory. Key assumptions of

this cognitive algorithm are that sensory information available to

the animal is inversely related to the distance between that animal

and the information source, and that memory is inversely related

to the time that has elapsed since the information was acquired.

Note that, whereas the informational state may be considered

part of the animal’s internal state, it is also a defining feature of

the animal’s navigation capacity (sensu Nathan et al. 2008).

The cognitive algorithm is used to determine the perceived hab-

itat quality, qi,j,t, with respect to habitat component i (wolf den-

sity, food availability or moose habitat), at spatial location j, and

at time t. The fraction of sensory information perceived by the

animal over the period Dt (the time since the animal was last

observed), and across distance dj,t (the distance between the last

observed location and j), is given by e�adj;t=Dt, where a (>0) is the

sensory attenuation coefficient. Hence, the animal’s perception of

the landscape derives from an accumulation of sensory informa-

tion over time, but the intensity of this sensation attenuates with

distance. The missing fraction of information (1� e�adj;t=Dt) is

then compensated for by memory of previously perceived infor-

mation. However, memorized information may decay over time

and hence the fraction of previously perceived information avail-

able to the animal at time t is given by e�bΔt, where b (≥0) is the
memory decay coefficient. Lastly, the forgotten fraction of memo-

rized information (1 � e�bΔt) is compensated for by a default

expectation. Consequently, as sensory capacity decreases (a
increases), the animal must rely more on memory, and as mem-

ory retention decreases (b increases), the animal must rely more

on its default expectation.

These three components are hierarchically combined to calcu-

late the dynamical state variable, qi,j,t, using the following recur-

sion equation:

qi;j;t ¼ e�adj;t=DtQi;j;t þ ð1� e�adj;t=DtÞðe�bDtqi;j;t�Dt þ ð1� e�bDtÞq̂i;tÞ;
eqn 1

where Qi,j,t (≥0) is the actual habitat quality with respect to habi-

tat component i in cell j at time t, qi,j,t�Dt is the quality perceived

in j at the previous time step and q̂i;t (≥0) is the default expecta-

tion with regard to habitat component i at time t. Note that

rather than treating this default expectation as a free parameter,

as in the original formulation by Avgar, Deardon, and Fryxell

(2013a), here we simplify the parameterization by making the

assumption that, in the absence of sensed or memorized informa-

tion, the animal expects the only value of which it is certain – the
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value in its current location (q̂i;t = Qi,j=1,t). The cognitive algo-

rithm (eqn 1) is applied independently to each of the three habi-

tat components, thus generating three perceived landscape layers

at each point along the animal’s trajectory. Combined, these per-

ceived layers constitute the informational state of the animal, the

determinant of its navigation capacity (sensu Nathan et al. 2008)

at any point in space and time.

Perceived habitat quality values (qi,j,t) are then combined with

a non-cognitive movement kernel to generate the truncated redis-

tribution kernel at each point along the observed trajectory:

pj;t ¼ Iðdj;t � dmaxÞ � Uðdj;t;Dt; t; hÞ �Uðqi¼1:n;j;t;xÞ
P1
j¼1

Iðdj;t � dmaxÞ � Uðdj;t;Dt; t; hÞ �Uðqi¼1:n;j;t;xÞ
� � ; eqn 2

where I is an indicator function that is valued either 0 or 1,

depending on the validity of the expression in parenthesis, dmax is

the maximal relocation distance (i.e. the maximal step length

observed along the trajectory), Φ is a non-cognitive movement

kernel (with parameter vector h) and U is a habitat preference

function (with parameter vector x). For the non-cognitive move-

ment kernel (corresponding to the motion capacity sensu Nathan

et al. 2008), we employ here a negative exponential form (Avgar,

Deardon, and Fryxell 2013a):

U ¼ e �ðh0þhs �stÞ�ðdj;t=DtÞð Þ; eqn 3

where h0 is the basal travel cost coefficient and hs is the addi-

tional travel cost imposed by st, the average snow depth within

the truncated kernel at time t. For the habitat preference func-

tion, we employ here the often used exponential resource selec-

tion formulation (Manly et al. 2002):

U ¼ e

Pn¼ 3

i¼ 1

xi �qi;j;t
; eqn 4

where xi is the selection coefficient for habitat component i

(either food availability, wolf density, or moose habitat). Note

that, whereas attraction towards different habitat components

likely fluctuates as function of the animal’s internal state (Nathan

et al. 2008), for simplicity, we assume here that xi is constant

through space and time (see further on this point in the Discus-

sion). The resulting truncated redistribution kernel provides the

probability of observing an animal in a specific spatial cell given

a specific landscape grid, parameter values and the relocation tra-

jectory to this point.

model parameterization

The product of the values of the point-specific redistribution ker-

nels in each (successive) location along the observed movement

trajectory is the likelihood of this trajectory given a specific set of

model parameters and landscape data. This property of the redis-

tribution kernel allows for likelihood-based parameterization of

the model. This estimation is achieved here using a Bayesian

Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm tailored for this purpose

(Avgar, Deardon, and Fryxell 2013a). Parameterization was

performed independently for each individual trajectory, yielding

posterior parameter estimates for each of the 30 individuals.

One major challenge in estimating memory capacity based on

an observed space-use pattern is the potential bias resulting

from space-use that might have occurred prior to field study.

We coped with this challenge using part of the data to initialize

the memory within the fitting procedure. Each yearly trajectory

was divided into a memory build-up set (the initial 10% of the

data) and a parameterization set. The memory build-up set was

used to construct the perceived landscape at the end of the

memory build-up period, using eqn 1 to update the informa-

tional state based on the current parameter set without calcu-

lating the resulting likelihood. The likelihood of the entire

parameter set was then calculated based on the remaining relo-

cation points by calculating a redistribution kernel for each of

the steps in the parameterization set (which in turn were

affected by the information perceived and retained during the

memory build-up period).

Prior distributions were used to define parameter range bound-

aries and null models within the parameterization process

(Table 1). Note that we employ informative priors here not as

means of incorporating prior knowledge, but rather as a protec-

tive measure against model overfitting and overparameterization,

which our analysis maybe especially vulnerable to due to the

inherent correlations between some of the landscape layers and

between some of the parameters (Dormann et al. 2013). Our

informative priors attract the posterior sample towards the

appropriate null model (e.g. no memory or no response towards

wolf density) whenever the data lack informational support to

suggest otherwise (Avgar, Deardon, and Fryxell 2013a). Beta

priors were used for a, b and hs so that the prior likelihood

increases linearly towards those parameter range boundaries rep-

resenting appropriate null hypotheses (the default parameter

value in the absence of informational support from the data;

Table 1). The cognitive null hypotheses that we considered (see

Table 1 for implementation) were as follows: a = ∞ (no non-

local sensory input), b = 0 (no memory decay) and b = ∞ (no

memory retention). To enable the Metropolis–Hastings sampler

to reliably converge to a null expectation, the mass of each

parameter boundary was extended over an additional segment of

the parameter space (see Table 1). As an informative (null) prior

for the selection coefficients, we used a zero-centred Laplace dis-

tribution so that, in the absence of informational support, the

selection coefficient’s likelihood would peak at a value of zero

(reflecting indifference).

model evaluation

To evaluate the model’s capability to predict observed space-use

patterns, we have compared simulated trajectories with an inde-

pendent set of observed caribou trajectories that were not used in

the parameterization process. Simulated trajectories were gener-

ated using the cognitive movement model where sequential loca-

tion are stochastically drown according to the redistribution

kernel at each point in space and time (Avgar, Deardon, and

Fryxell 2013a). Each of the 10 000 simulated trajectories was

initiated at a random starting point across the landscape, and a

random set of parameter values was drawn from the pooled pos-

terior distribution (resulting from the model’s parameterization).

Movement was simulated across the real landscape at 5-h steps

for a total period of 3 years (2010–2012). The first 2 years were

omitted to allow a more realistic space-use, independent of the

random starting point, and the remaining annual path was sub-

sampled to a 25-h resolution to allow comparison with the vali-

dation data set. The validation data set included 41 annual

trajectories of individuals not used in model parameterization

with a 25-h fix rate.
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To enable comparison between simulated and observed space-

use patterns, several descriptive probes were calculated for each

trajectory (observed and simulated) providing summary statistics

of movement and habitat association (Avgar, Deardon, and Fryx-

ell 2013a). The area of each annual range was calculated as the

area of minimum convex polygon encompassing the entire path.

As descriptors of the movement pattern, the mean step length and

mean directional autocorrelation (the displacement-weighted aver-

age cosine of the turn angle; Avgar et al. 2013b) were quantified

for each path. As descriptors of habitat associations, we quantified

the resource selection function (Manly et al. 2002) of each individ-

ual. To this aim, an availability range was delineated around each

path as the minimum convex polygon encompassing all positions,

with an additional buffer the size of the maximal observed step

length. All hexagonal cells within these ranges were considered as

the ‘availability set’ and were assigned a values of 0. All path posi-

tions were considered as the ‘used set’ and were assigned a value

of 1. This binary response variable was then regressed against the

three ecological covariates characterizing each cell using a general-

ized linear model with a binomial distribution (i.e. a logistic

regression; function glmfit in MATLAB 2012b). The resulting coeffi-

cients estimates reflect the statistical association between the ani-

mals’ position and the three habitat components.

Results

After a sufficient run time (which varied greatly between

individuals), all MCMCs converged to stable posterior dis-

tributions that were insensitive to the initial conditions (i.e.

the parameter values used to initiate the MCMC process).

movement capacity

Our model-based estimate of the average basal travel cost

coefficient for woodland caribou (h0) was 0�012
(SE = 0�002), corresponding to a theoretical mean speed

of c. 83 m h�1 (across all times of day and year). The

resulting non-cognitive median redistribution distances

were highly correlated with the observed median steps

length (Fig. 2a), but tended to fall below the observed

values for the most mobile individuals. Our model-based

estimates of movement capacity also showed substantially

less intra-individual variability than those observed in the

field. Our estimates of the effect of snow depth on move-

ment cost (hs) were highly variable, showed no relation-

ship with the observed levels of mobility and significantly

differed from zero for only 13 individuals (hereafter we

use the term ‘significant’ in relation to the posterior 95%

confidence range of the parameter estimates based on the

empirical percentiles of the posterior chains).

cognit ive capacit ies

On average across all individuals, sensory attenuation (a)
was estimated at 0�0524 (SE = 0�0621), which can be trans-

lated into a median sensory range of 316 m over 5 h

(Fig. 2b). That said, sensory attenuation estimates showed

marked inter-individual variation, spanning two orders

of magnitude. Of the 30 individuals, 9 had sensory range

Table 1. Parameters of the cognitive movement model and their respective priors. Informative priors (all but h0) reach their maximum

value (p = 1) along ranges of the parameter space corresponding to each parameter’s null model/s. These priors are designed to attract

the posterior chain to these ranges in the absence of informational support for deviation from the null

Sensory attenuation coefficient (a)

pðaÞ ¼

a
amax

; 0\ a
amax

� 1

1; 1\ a
amax

� 2

0; otherwise

8>>>><
>>>>:

amax ¼ � lnð1%Þ
500m=50 h. If a > amax, the model is run

with a = ∞ (no sensory perception). The prior

likelihood of a = 0 (omniscience) is 0

Memory decay coefficient (b)

pðbÞ ¼

1; �1\ b
bmax

� 0

1� b
bmax

; 0\ b
bmax

� 0:5

b
bmax

; 0:5\ b
bmax

� 1

1; 1\ b
bmax

� 2

0; otherwise

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

bmax ¼ � lnð1%Þ
50 h . If b > bmax, the model is run

with b = ∞ (no memory).

If b ≤ 0, the model is run with b = 0

(no memory decay)

Basal travel cost coefficient (h0) pðh0Þ ¼
1; � lnð99%Þ

100mh
\h0 � � lnð1%Þ

100mh

0; otherwise

8<
:

Snow depth travel cost coefficient (hs) pðhsÞ ¼

1; �1\hs � 0

1� hs; 0\hs � 1

0; otherwise

8>>>><
>>>>:

If hs < 0, the model is run with hs = 0

(no snow depth effect)

Selection coefficients (xi) pðxiÞ ¼ e�0�5jxi j
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estimate that significantly exceeded 500 m (in 5 h), whereas

the other 21 had significantly lower sensory range estimates.

We were not able to trace back this distinct bimodality to

the study area in which the individual was captured (two

sided t test, P > 0�1), nor to any range attributes (the mean

or coefficient of variation of each of the four landscape lay-

ers within each range) or any of the other parameter esti-

mates (Pearson correlation; all P’s > 0�1). Once split into

these two groups, however, a strong positive correlation

between the animal’s movement rate and its inferred sen-

sory capacity became evident (r = 0�78 with P = 0�0123 for

the ‘far-sighted’ group, and r = 0�57 with P = 0�0067 for

the ‘short-sighted’ group). Hence, higher individual mobil-

ity tended to be associated with higher inferred sensory

capacity (Fig. 2b). Despite this variability, no individual

estimate converged to the null model of no sensory percep-

tion. Hence, our results support the hypothesis that caribou

rely on limited non-local sensory information when making

movement decisions. Memory decay estimates all converged

to the null model of ‘everlasting memory’ (b = 0), suggest-

ing strong reliance by woodland caribou on long-lasting

spatial memory, but lack of informational support for mem-

ory decay during the time frame of our study.

habitat preference

In support of our ecological predictions, caribou moved

towards locations with abundant food (average x = 1�73),

but away from locations with high wolf density (average

x = �4�23) or preferred moose habitat (average

x = �7�28). Parameter estimates varied substantially

among individuals (Fig. 3). Of the 30 caribou, 23 individu-

als showed significant attraction towards food, whereas five

individuals showed significant avoidance of food and two

individuals were indifferent to food availability. Eighteen

caribou showed significant avoidance of wolves, whereas

five individuals showed significant attraction to wolves and

seven individuals had neutral responses. Seventeen caribou

individuals showed significant avoidance of preferred

moose habitat, 12 individuals were neutral and only one

individual showed significant attraction to preferred moose

habitat. Some of this variation no doubt stemmed from

uncertainty in the parameter estimates, based on the wide

variation in posterior distributions of the estimates (Fig. 3).

Both inter- and intra-individual variability in estimates

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Individual estimates of motion and sensory capacities plot-

ted against the observed median 5-h step lengths. The predicted

median (non-cognitive) step length (a) is calculated based on the

estimated basal travel cost (h0), the estimated snow depth effect

(hs), and the snow depth along the path (the dashed line represents

exact correspondence between observed and predicted). The pre-

dicted median sensory range (b) estimates are given on the log-

scale) is calculated based on the estimated sensory attenuation

coefficient (a). Error bars reflect posterior 95% confidence bounds.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Individual selection coefficient (x) estimates for dietary

digestible biomass (a), wolf density (b) and moose habitat (c).

Estimates are plotted against the average values of the corre-

sponding habitat component, calculated across each individual’s

annual range (the minimum convex polygon encompassing the

entire path). Error bars reflect posterior 95% confidence bounds.

Dashed lines mark the null model (x = 0 = indifference). Note

that, for display purposes, the original values were first log-trans-

formed [ln(|x| + 1)] and then assigned their original sign.
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preference were largest for moose habitat and smallest for

forage availability and were not related to the study area in

which the individual was captured (two sided t test, both

P’s > 0�1). A post hoc correlation analysis (both parametric

and nonparametric) between the three x values and range

attributes (the mean, coefficient of variation, and spatial

cross-correlation of each of the four landscape layers within

each range) failed to indicate any range attributes that

could explain inter-individual variability in habitat prefer-

ence (all P’s > 0�1; Fig. 3). Finally, to verify that these

highly variable habitat preference values are not a symptom

of overparameterization, we have refitted the models with

each of the habitat variables separately (setting the other

two x’s to 0) and have obtained qualitatively similar

results.

model evaluation

Before comparing descriptive probes between observed

and simulated paths, we first removed simulated ranges

characterized by extreme ecological condition that are

hence unlikely to be occupied by caribou. Of the 10 000

simulations, we have retained 7206 simulated paths, with

mean annual range forage availability at least as high as

the minimal forage availability observed across all caribou

ranges (37 g m�2), mean annual range wolf density at

least as low as the maximal wolf density observed across

all caribou ranges (2�8 wolves/1000 km2) and mean

annual range moose habitat at least as low as the maxi-

mal moose habitat observed across all caribou ranges.

Real caribou displayed substantially longer daily displace-

ment distances than predicted by the parameterized simu-

lation, leading to larger annual ranges despite similar

directional autocorrelation (Fig. 4a–c). Resource selection

analysis of the 41 real caribou trajectories indicate that

caribou occurrence is associated with high forage avail-

ability and low moose habitat, with only a weak effect of

wolf density. Resource selection analysis based on simu-

lated paths was qualitatively in agreement with these pat-

terns, although of substantially lower magnitude and

higher variability (Fig. 4d–f).

Discussion

Understanding the relative contributions of different eco-

logical factors to the viability of wildlife populations is

one of the prime challenges of wildlife conservation biol-

ogy. Whereas directly assessing the demographic conse-

quences of different ecological scenarios may be

prohibitively difficult, much can be gained by observing

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4. Comparison of descriptive probes

obtained from 41 observed annual trajec-

tories (black solid lines) and from 7206

simulated trajectories (grey dotted lines),

using the cognitive movement model

parameterized with random samples from

the pooled posterior distribution.

Smoothed probability density plots were

generated using the ksdensity function in

MATLAB. The six probes are as follows: the

mean daily displacement (a), the mean

daily directional autocorrelation (b), the

annual range size (c), and the resource

selection coefficients corresponding to

each of the three habitat components (die-

tary digestible biomass, d; wolf density, e;

and moose habitat, f).
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animal behavioural responses to the ecological challenges

encountered by specific individuals, assuming behaviour is

at least partially adaptive. This requires explicit consider-

ation of physiological limitations as well as the cognitive

processes underlying behaviour, namely information

acquisition and decision-making. Here, we have demon-

strated, for the first time, a likelihood-based estimation of

fine-scale resource selection behaviour while attempting to

account for cognitive and motion capacities of individual

animals. Our results indicate that landscapes composed of

food availability, wolf density and preferred moose habi-

tat were significant drivers of movement trajectories by

most individual caribou and as such should be considered

as potentially important determinants of local population

abundance.

Forage selection coefficients were most consistent of the

ecological variables considered here, both within and

between individuals. This suggests that bottom-up effects

may be of central importance to landscape use by wood-

land caribou. Avoidance of wolves and preferred moose

habitat were more variable within and among individuals

than was attraction to food, possibly indicating that pre-

dation risk plays a less important role than food availabil-

ity in driving space-use patterns by woodland caribou at a

fine spatial scale. Note, however, that any interpretation

of the relative ecological effects of different landscape

attributes is vulnerable to the relative accuracy and preci-

sion of the habitat-based models used to generate the

landscape projections. Hence, we can only conclude that

our habitat-based forage model is a more reliable predic-

tor of caribou space-use patterns than our habitat-based

predation risk models.

Our results are less conclusive with respect to the rela-

tive importance of wolf density vs. moose habitat as alter-

nate indices of predation risk from a caribou’s point of

view. This may be partially attributed to the substantial

correlation between these two predation risk indices

(although this correlation is below the often used thresh-

old of 0�7; Dormann et al. 2013). That said, the lack of

correlation between parameter estimates and range attri-

butes, as well as among parameter estimates, suggests that

spatial correlation between landscape covariates did not

bias our results. The fact that 30% of individuals showed

avoidance of both wolves and moose habitat speaks to

the potentially additive effect of moose habitat to local

predation risk and lends behavioural support to the

apparent competition hypothesis. Our results indicate that

caribou actively avoid young seral forests with a high pro-

portion of deciduous trees (prime moose habitat), to some

degree because this habitat represents elevated predation

risk. Moose habitat prevalence and configuration across

the landscape, as well as actual moose abundance, should

thus be considered for the effective conservation of wood-

land caribou in the boreal zone of Ontario.

Observed movement patterns arise from a non-trivial

combination of the animal’s innate movement capacity,

habitat permeability and selective habitat use. Here, we

have simultaneously estimated the explicit effect of each

of these three factors within a multinomial model of the

redistribution kernel. We have found little support for a

negative effect of snow depth on the motion capacity of

woodland caribou in our system, in contrast with the con-

clusions of previous analysis conducted at much broader

scale (Avgar et al. 2013b). This discrepancy likely results

from the relatively low variation in snow depth across our

study area, a variation that increases considerably when

measured across the entire geographical range of wood-

land caribou. Our estimates of individual caribou basal

(non-cognitive) movement rates were substantially less

variable and positively correlated with median step

lengths of specific individuals. Our modelling approach

was thus at least partially successful in teasing apart basal

motion capacity from cognitive, resource-driven move-

ment.

An increasingly popular method for measuring habitat

preferences, termed step-selection analysis (Fortin et al.

2005; Thurfjell, Ciuti & Boyce 2014), is closely related to

the model used here. Step-selection analysis relies on a

simple redistribution kernel based on the observed distri-

bution of steps. Hence, the ‘null’ availability set consid-

ered in step selection analysis is actually not independent

of resource-driven space-use and may accordingly lead to

biased inference. This point was nicely demonstrated by

Forester, Im & Rathouz (2009), who advocated the incor-

poration of travelling distance as an additional covariate

in the step-selection analysis. We echo this recommenda-

tion and suggest that our formulation of the redistribu-

tion kernel offers a suitable alternative approach.

One of the main objectives of the current study was to

obtain reliable estimates of the sensory and memory

capacities of woodland caribou based on their observed

trajectories, an objective that was met with only partial

success. Whereas sensory attenuation estimates were

obtained for all individuals, and within what might be

considered a reasonable range for the species (Latombe,

Fortin & Parrott 2014), the high inter-individual variabil-

ity in these estimates should serve as a warning sign. Sen-

sory capacities should be mostly dictated by the animal’s

basic physiology and are thus expected to vary little

within a species. Whereas the realised perceptual range

may be affected by landscape features, such as topogra-

phy (Graf et al. 2007), we suspect that this is not the case

in our system because there was little topographic varia-

tion across our study sites. Rather, the observed differ-

ences among individuals are likely due to the effects of

unobserved locations falling within our inter-fix interval.

The information acquired during visits to cells that go

unrecorded (due for example to the visit’s duration being

shorter than the interval between successive GPS loca-

tions) would be incorrectly attributed by our algorithm

to remotely gained sensory input. Hence, sensory attenua-

tion would be underestimated and the estimated sens-

ory range would be inflated. As the frequency of such

events differs between individuals and likely increases
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with individual movement rates (Fig. 2b), so would the

estimates of those individuals’ sensory capacities. To

reduce this bias, we recommend that such analyses should

use short fix intervals to minimize the potential for unob-

served moves.

Reliance on spatial memory by moving animals, its

indicators and consequences is receiving increasing atten-

tion in the ecological literature (Fagan et al. 2013), at

least partially because memory-use violates the Markovian

assumptions underlying many basic movement models

(Gautestad 2011). The fact that all 30 individuals had

converged to the same null model, everlasting memory,

provides reasonably strong indication that woodland cari-

bou rely on memorized information about the quality of

previously visited localities when making movement deci-

sions. This finding is far from trivial for three main rea-

sons. First, our inference of habitat requirements may be

sensitive to the role played by spatial memory in shaping

animal’s space-use patterns, but commonly used methods

for resource selection are poorly equipped to account for

this possibility (Piper 2011; Van Moorter et al. 2013).

Secondly, such strong reliance on memory may suggest

that exploratory movements are uncommon in the

behavioural repertoire of woodland caribou, and that car-

ibou may thus be limited in their capacity to adjust space-

use patterns to local landscape degradation. Indeed,

woodland caribou are known to display high range fidel-

ity at the annual scale (Schaefer, Bergman & Luttich

2000). From a conservation point of view, this is espe-

cially important in the light of the rapid anthropogenic

changes affecting this species range (Faille et al. 2010)

and is supported by previously observed two decades lag

between anthropogenic forest disturbance and local cari-

bou population extirpation (Vors et al. 2007).

Thirdly, whereas memory is often postulated to play an

important role in space-use behaviour, this assertion has

been rarely tested empirically. In the few instances in which

memory effects have been tested, the general assumption

has often been that animals are attracted to any previously

visited locality, regardless of its quality (i.e. a familiarity

effect; Dalziel, Morales & Fryxell 2008; Gautestad, Loe &

Mysterud 2013). Such familiarity effects may be overesti-

mated due to incomplete information on habitat attributes

or the underlying behavioural process (Van Moorter et al.

2013). From a more realistic perspective, cognitive organ-

isms might well encode both spatial information about pre-

viously visited localities and ecological attributes of these

localities, which would then determine the likelihood of re-

visitation (Fagan et al. 2013). Hence, memory of a certain

location may result in attraction or avoidance of that loca-

tion, depending on its ecological quality. Indeed, it has

been recently shown that bison (Bison bison) rely on mem-

ory of the quality of previously visited patches when mov-

ing between isolated patches, and that this memory-driven

process may lead to restricted, yet beneficial, patterns of

space-use (Merkle, Fortin & Morales 2014). Our results

provide evidence that this is also the case for woodland

caribou, moving across continuous gradients of forage

availability and predation risk.

Parameterizing a process-based space-use model

allowed us to simulate movement trajectories and hence

evaluate the model’s predictive ability against an indepen-

dent data set of caribou space-use. Testing movement

models in this way is rarely performed in the ecological

literature, and when it is, it often reveals poor predictive

performances (e.g. Avgar et al. 2013b). Indeed, in some

aspects, this seems to be the case here as our model

severely underestimates caribou’s daily displacements and

the resulting annual range size. We suspect this mismatch

can be traced back to two simplifying assumptions made

here with regard to the non-cognitive movement kernel.

First, the exponential form employed here does not

accommodate the high variation in step length typical of

caribou movement and is hence less likely to predict long

steps that may have a disproportional effect on the dis-

placement over coarser temporal scales. We thus recom-

mend future applications should consider using a more

flexible kernel, such as a Gamma, where the additional

shape parameter will allow capturing a more complex

movement step-length distribution. Secondly, our formu-

lation did not account for directional persistence and its

possible covariation with long steps, characteristic of

long-term goal-oriented movements, such as migration.

Generally speaking, such correlations are likely to arise

when the temporal scale of behavioural modality is simi-

lar to, or coarser than the relocation rate, and hence

require explicitly modelling the behavioural state of the

individual. Incorporating these aspects into the model will

no doubt make it more realistic, but would come at the

cost of additional parameters and complexity that may

not be supported by the available data.

Behavioural modality may play an important role not

only in the context of the non-cognitive movement kernel,

but also in the context of habitat preference. The relative

preference for different habitat attributes may depend on

the animal’s behavioural mode and vice versa (i.e.

increased attraction to abundant forage while foraging,

and safety while resting). Both behaviour and preference

may in turn vary with time of day or year, depending on

predator behaviour, thermoregulation, reproductive

dynamics, etc. Whereas our wolf and forage seasons may

account for some of the annual variability, most of the

temporal dynamics are no doubt left unaccounted for (or

‘averaged over’) by our model. On the phenomenological

level, such temporal dynamic could be accounted for

using hidden Markov or other state-space modelling tech-

niques (Patterson et al. 2008). On a more mechanistic

level, behavioural modality may be accounted for by

explicitly modelling the animal’s internal state, such as

satiety level or reproductive state, similarly to how the

informational state was modelled here.

We intend that this study would encourage others to

consider the animal’s informational state when attempting

to understand its behavioural patterns in the wild. No
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doubt the task at hand is challenging, both in terms of data

requirements and in terms of statistical and computational

demands. However, our interpretation of the ecological

drivers of animal movement and habitat requirements, and

hence our ability to predict distributional and demographic

responses to environmental change, may critically depend

on overcoming these challenges.
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